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We investigate the possibility of construct:Lng 

an S-Matrix theory in ,yhj_ch partial ,V8ve expansions are 

made in te,rms of the spin-matrix polynomtals 

n 
- + 
2 

The technique employed 

to project an arbitrary function of z onto this basis 

ts found in the calculus of finite differences. This 

circumstance seems to give the theory a flavor rather 

clifferent from the conventional approach Vihere pro-

Jections are done by means of integrals. In this pre-

liminary treatment vle first present the mathematical 
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properties of the expansion, showing hm·J analytic con

tinuation into the complex n-plane may be done. He then 

go on to discuss the possibility of constructing a bOot

strap dynamics based on analyticity, unitarity, and crossing 

symmetry. 

• 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Historlcally, the development of S-matrix theory has been 

closely tied to the Legendre expansion of the scattering amplitude 

( 1) 

00 L (2£ + 1) ai s)P i z) 

iFO 

The reasons for this are as follows: 

(1) Elastic uni tari ty takes a particularly simple form for 

a£(s) and lends itself naturally ,to the construction of an 

wiD method for doing practical calculation. 

(2) By applying the Sommerfeld-1ilatson transform to eq. (1), 

Regge Pole contributions appear. These poles control the high 

energy linlit in the cross channel and have therefore generated 

much enthusiasm in high energy phenomenology. 

HO'!iever the Regge representation for the scattering amplitude does not 

satisfy the finite energy sum rules exactly and it is difficult (if 

not impossible) to find a form of the Regge pole amplitude ,.,hich does 

not suffer from the double-counting difficulties of the interference 

model. These problems "Tere solved by Veneziano (1), who guessed a form 

of the scattering amplitude "Thich (a) is crossing sYTJUTIetric, (b) has 

Regge asymptotic behavior, and (c) satisfies the finite enerG'Y sum 

rules exactly. 

It i-TOuld be interesting to find an expansion of the scattering 

aJc;pli tude which produces Veneziano poles much like the Legendre eAj;lansion 

produces Regge poles. This problem was solved independently ,by 
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. Veneziano (2), and by Nelson (3). The spin-matr1:{ poJ.ynomial expansion 

used by the latter has the reflection properties needed to construct 

sj.gnatured amplitudes. In addition, there is some 11 terature dealing 

vli th e::-cpansions in terms of these functions ().j.). VIe therefore base our 

;.rork on Nelson's expansion 

00 

L 
c ( s) 

(2) A(s, z) n 
\tl (z) == Ii! n 

n==O 

Our motivation is to pursue the remarkable property of the spin-matrix 

polynomials, that they introduce Veneziano poles, hopefully vrithin the 

context of a ne>" dynamical procedure in S-rnatrix theory. 

During the course of this 'iwrk, two papers have appeared :in 

prc};Jrint form which .'ire feel have relevance to our point of viel-'. One J 

by Khuri (5), concentrates on deriving the Veneziano reprcsentatj.on from 

the Regge representation. The other, by Hartin (6)) deduces the existence 

of the complex n-plane. 
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II. PROPERTIES OF C (s): n "" INTEGER 
n 
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We consid.er a two-body scattering process descrj.bed by the 

amplitude A(s, z), where z and s are the center-of-mass scattering 

ungle and total energy squared, respectively. He ignore complicatl.ons 

due to spin, isospin, and subtractions. 

He "rill ex})and the scattering atlpli tude in terms of spin-matr~i.x 

polynomials according to 

00 

L 
c (s) 

( 3) 11( s, z) n 
TiT (pz) - n! n 

n=O 

1There p is an energy-dependent scale factor and H (pz) 
n 

H (In) 
n r(pz + ~ + ~) Ir( pz - ~ + ~) 

The coefficients c (s) are to be calculated from the formula 
n 

( 5) 

\'ll'.:re "\,,'2 regard the independent variables as s and ~ Pry 
~ . 

(n - 1) /2 
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NOvl the difference operator \] acting on an arbitrary function - z 

is defined to be \]£(z) = f(z) - f(z, - 1). It is not difficult 
z 

to see that acting n times ivith the difference operator gives 

( 6) 

n 

L 
k=O 

( _ ) Ie (n -) f( z _ k) 
k -_ 

vThere is just the binomial coefficient n!/k!(n- k)! • Let us 

suppose that A(s, z) satisfies a fixed-s Mandelstam representation 

1 
A(s, z) = 

1t 

co 

1 

co 

D ( -z', s) 
u 
z' + z 

"'There -He ignore subtractions. Here the discontinuity functions are o_efined 

to be Dt '" [A( s, Z + i€) .., A( s, z - i€)J/i2 for positive 

z and D = [A(S, z - i€) - A(s, z + i€) ] /i2 for negative z, in the 
u _ 

lir:d.t + €--+O. The first term in each expression tends to thephysj.ca~_ 

ar:-,plitude on the real axis, as usual. Using the result (7) 

n 

( ~) L lr (:) 1 r(n + 1) r(z) ( ) J."-\c \ - ---
z + k r(n + 1 + z) 

k==O 

, 

• 
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and recognizing that this combination of garrJ1Ja functions coincides Hi th 

the beta function, it is easy to see that if A( s, z) 
z 

has the Sili:,plc· forr;] 

~A(S,z) 
z 

X [1 
0 

dz' 

00 

Dt(z', s) 

z' - z + k 

CXl 

f D ( - z' , 
, 

S) 

dz' n 
-( z! -I- z) -1-

"'0 

~- f dz' B(n + 1,- Zl -z) D(-z I, s) 
U -

-'b 

This reduces to eg. (7) for n == 0, since ... ,0 r ( -
v Z . .l1. S, z) = A(s, z) and 

IJ 

3(1, z' -z) == (Zl ":" z)-1 .0theTITise He rceard eg. (9) as a generalized 

form of the fj.xed-s rilande1stam represer.tation assc'ciated ';lith tbe 

i1.1teger 11. 

·i 
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If we now return to eg. (7) and take -[:'he difference n times 'itth 

respect to the variable ~ == pz, and then set S::.: (n- 1)/2 as in 

eq.( 5 L vie obtain 

(10) c (s) dz' 
+ (-) ~ (-z ' , s)j 

u n( 2 ,bn 
, 11. 1\ 

+ 1, pz - 2 T ~) n C. 

p _z_ ' ,u :s(n 
[

D (ZI,S) + C-)~ ~'Z,',s)] 
2 

There is 2. reflection property for the beta functions involved here) namel~r 

B(n , ' n 1) ()n+1 ( , n 1) + 1 P z, -- + - == - B n + 1, - P Z' - - - - • - , '2 2, 2 2 

eq. (10) simplifies to 

dz' ( 11) c (s) 
n 

We find that 

r(n + 1) 
",1 ( pz' ) 

n 

;ihere we have used x r( x) = r( x + 1) in a couple of places' and the 

rei'lcctiOl1 property of the spin-matrix polynomials, 

• 
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III • PROPEHTIES OF' c (s); n COMPLEX 
n 
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In this section "\:Te consider the analytic continuation of 

e (8) H (pz)/n! into the complex n-plane. These details are needed to 
n n 

justify the application of the Sonrrnerfeld-~'latson transformatiol). to 

11.( s, z). In Ref. ( 3) it vras assumed without proof that the transforLlat:i.on 

is justified • Substituting eq. (11) into eq. (3), vTe obtain 

(Xl (Xl 

( l2) A( s, z) L .E. [ dz' 
1( 

n=O 
0 

x 
VI (pz) 

n 

For 1arge complex n, vle find 

As this is independent of the argument of the spin-ma.trix' :polynomia1, the 

ratio of polynomials in pz and pz' appearing in eq. (12) tends to unity. 

( _) n __ ei:rm JImIever the factor violates the conditions of Carlson's 

theorem, and so c(s)H(pz)/n! 
n n 

does not possess a unique continuation 

into the complex n-plane. The "ray around this difficulty is both 

standard and physical, namely ,.e have to apply to SOlllillerfeld-'tlatsori 

+ 
transformation to the Signatured amplitudes A-(s, z), where 

I" 

I 
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00 + 
+ L 

c -( s) 
A-( s, z) n H (pz) ( 13) 

:: 

n! n 

n::O 

00 

[Dt(Z') s) D(-z') s)] T'( ",", l. ) + . 

i 
pz' ± _ .1...1. + 

c -( s) £ dz' u 
n 1! 2 (22 1 )2 ~:; ( pz' ) (pz') - -I-

2 
n . 

2 
0 

One can recover 1',,(s, z) . from the signatured amplitudE:s by using the 

reflection property of the spin-matrix polynoElials 

vi ( -pz) := (_)n H (pz) 
n n . 

and this leads to . 

A( s, z) 
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IV. THE·por~s OF c(n, s) 

He can spHt the integral in eg. (13) into tl-ro parts corresponding, 

in the t-channel say, to the low energy and high energy regions 

+ c -( s) 
n 

( 16) 

+ .e. 
:IT 

co 

2 (n 1)2 (pz') - 2" +2" 

r(n + 1) 
H (pz') 

n 

r(n + 1) 
H (pz') 

n 

Here z defines the region vrhere D
t

( z', s) exhi bi ts Regge behavior 
max. 

( 17) 

The large z' behavior of W (pz I) 
n 

therefore, if s is chosen so that 

converges, we get a contribution to 

(18 ) 

z' > z max 

is proportional to (pz' )n 

the high energy integral in 

c( n, s) like 

1 
n -o;(s) 

and 

eg. ( 16) 

) 
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Thus the high energy (Le. inelastic) region in the crossed 

channel is responsible for the simple moving poles in c(n, s). Nelson 

assumer'1 the existence of these poles in shovlirig that the Sormnerfeld-

Hatson transformation of the expansion in spin-matrix polynomials leads 

to a Veneziano foru)ula. (One must also assume that the sum 

o:(s) + o:(t) + a(u) has a special value, for example 2 in the process 

Veneziano discussed originally, :n::n: -")0 :n:m.) The present discussion' lends 

some degree of plausibility to the notion that c(n, s) possesses 

such poles. 

A few remarks concerning the 'low energy integral in eg. (16) 

are in order here. 1-l e might try to sa tura te D t ( z', s) 'vi th a delta 

function corresponding to a narrow resonance in the t-channel. If vre do 

this in the process :n::n:~ :n:m, with the rho trajectory given by 

o:(s) = a + bs, then eg. (13) shows that c(n, s) will possess a pole 

'at n = a(s) ~ 1 if b(2m 2 _ 3m2 _ m 2) = a. 
p :n: (J) 

This last condition 

seems to be consistent with experimental values, and combined .v1th the 

Veneziano supplementary condition for this process, 

a(s) + a(t) + a(u) = 3a + b Z =2, ensures that the trajectory passes 

through unity at 
2 

HOVTever this kind of calculation clearly s = m 
p 

displays the diseases associated vTith the simple pole approximation. In 

addition to the pole coming from the term pz' - (E: + 2:) 
2 2 

in the 

denominator, vre also get poles from 
n 1 

r( pz' - - + -) 2 2 
in the numerator. 

The latter are displaced by integers above a( s) and so violate the 

FroiSsart bound. He do not know what conditions on ther:;p_ectrum in the 

t-channel vT0uld suffice to eliminate the a11.cestors, but it's obvious 

that they will still occur if 'Ive take a finite number of fixed poles. 

,) 
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V. THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR OF c (s) 
n 

He have the two expansions for the scattering amplitude 

(19 ) A(s) z) 

= 

00 L (2£ + 1) at(s) Pi z ) 

!Fe; 

00 

n=O 

c (s) 
n 

nl 
H (pz) 

n 

and the behavior of a is) near threshold iskumm to be 

(20) ai s) 

One does not have to carry the process through completely .to see that in 

re-ex-panding the Legendre polynomials in terms of spin-natrix polynorilials; 

c (s) is given by a sum over all the an(s) of the same parity for 
n k 

£ > n. Moreover the coefficients in t~e expansion are polynomials of 

order in 
-1 

P HOI-leVer in order to extract the Veneziano forn :from 

the Sommerfeld-vTatson transformation) one must take p to be 
? 

2bq ~. 
s 

It follm·is therefore that the c (s) tend to constants at threshold. 'The: 
n 

sal:e line of reasoning applies i"hen there are unequal masses in the final 

l)r initial state) as in the process n:n: -+ n:m) and one can then infer the 

~'ehavior of c (s) 
n 

from the fact that the Veneziano amplitude has no 
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singularities other than poles, meaning that the threshold singularity 

must be absr:::nt In c (s). It is remarkable that 'Fe can only build 
n 

Veneziano amplitudes from the expansion in spin-matrix polynomials if 

the trajectories are linear and have a universal slope, andtllatthese 

properties, "'hich perrnit us to choose p to be a universal constant 

tiJlleS a kinematic quantity, are approximately true in nature. 
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VI. HADRON DYNAMICS BASED ON THE 

CALCUIDS OF FINITE DIFFERENCES 

In this section ivediscuss the possibility of constructing a 

bootstrap dynamics based on analyticity, unitarity, and crossing s~nmnetry. 

Elastic unitarity in the s-channel 

(21) + 
D -(s,t) 

s 

could be used to impose restrictions on the c (s). 
n 

Hmvever it is not 

too difficult to show that the resulting algebraJc equations in the 

c (s) are not diagonal in n. Another way to proceed is to use 
n 

eq. (21) in the crossed channels to compute 
+ + 

Dt-(z', s) and D -(-z', s) u 

from some input amplitude, .vhich we would take to be a Veneziano formula. 

We can then use these discontinuities to compute the 

(22) 
+ . 

c -( s) 
n 

dz' 

+ c -( s) 
n 

from 

rCn + 1) 
W (pz') 

n 

, 
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and finally calculate A( s, z) to first order from 

00 

2:: 
+ c -( s) 

_n---::--- v[ (pz ) 
nl n 

v 

n=O 

To close the cycle, we can analytically continue eq. (23) into the 
,. 

crossed channels and recompute the discontinuities. We cannot guarantee 

beforehand that this iterative procedure for constructing a unitary 

amplitude will converge. As has been emphasized by Veneziano (2), our 

input amplitude satisfies all necessary requirements except unitarity. 

We can only hope that this amplitude is sufficiently close to reality so 

tha tit will not be badly di storted by uni tari ty •. 
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